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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Main point: these are the three challenges a private cloud addresses

We highlighted some general IT challenges and how Oracle Fusion Middleware addresses them in our earlier keynote. In this presentation we’re going to zero in on three specific areas. Lines of business want IT to enable them to deploy and change applications with ever greater agility. They want those apps to provide a competitive quality of service no matter how demand spikes or scales. And, both the line of business and the IT organization want this agility and quality of service *efficiently*--i.e. at the lowest possible cost.�
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Cloud Is at the Peak of the Hype Curve

Source: Gartner "Hype Cycle for Cloud Computing, 2009" Research Note G00168780

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This is Gartner‘s “Hype Curve” for cloud computing. Cloud computing is the most hyped subject in IT today.

Note what is right up there at the “Peak of Inflated Expectations” – Cloud Computing.  And it’s about to roll into the “Trough of Disillusionment”

But also note what technologies are on the “Slope of Enlightenment.”  These are technologies that have been around a while.  Proven, mature, real, widely adopted.  Grid Computing.  Utility Computing.  Virtualization.  SaaS.  Cloud is related to and based on these.  Cloud is the evolution and convergence of these.�
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What is “Cloud Computing”?
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Essential Characteristics of Cloud Computing

• Resource pooling
• Rapid elasticity
• On-demand self-service
• Measured service
• Broad network access
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Public Clouds and Private Clouds
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Private Cloud

Users

Public Clouds:
• Lower upfront costs

Private Cloud:
• Lower total costs
• Greater control over security, 

compliance & quality of service

Both offer:
• High efficiency
• High availability
• Elastic capacity

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Animated slide.
Let’s look closer at the distinction between public and private clouds.

[CLICK] A public cloud is shared by multiple tenants, whereas a private cloud is for the exclusive use of a single organization.  A public cloud is hosted and managed by the cloud service provider, and a private cloud is controlled and managed by in-house IT (of course, it’s also possible to outsource this, so there are such things as “hosted private clouds” or “virtual private clouds” but for the sake of simplicity, it’s easier to think of private clouds as in-house. A third observation is that public clouds usually offer a very limited variety of offerings, in order to be efficient, while a private cloud may need to provide a large number applications.  Within a large enterprise, there are typically hundreds to thousands of apps.

The NIST model includes “community clouds” which are essentially semi-private clouds for use by a group related organizations, such as all the schools in the University of California system, all the branches of the military, or all the parts suppliers to Ford or GM.  And a hybrid cloud is some combination of the other three…typically for a single application.  (if an organization has 1 app in a private cloud and a different app in a public cloud, that’s not considered a hybrid cloud).

[CLICK] Each has its own unique advantages, and they have some common advantages as well.  Because both public and private clouds are based on virtualization and grid computing, they enjoy high efficiency and utilization rates, elastic capacity for limitless scale-out and pay-as-you-go equipment procurement, and also high availability for maintaining high user service levels and business continuity.

Public clouds are often faster and cheaper to get started, since there’s nothing to install.  They offer economies of scale which the provider can pass on to customers.  They don’t require IT to manage and administer, update, patch, etc.  And they are paid for as Operating Expense, which can be simpler from a budgeting standpoint.

Private clouds offer greater control over security and data privacy, compliance (this can be a big issue since there are some regulatory requirements about where data resides, audit trails, etc. that public clouds cannot meet today), and also quality of service, since private clouds can manage network bandwidth and implement optimizations that public clouds don’t allow.  Private clouds also provide easier integration with other systems that are on-premise. They are potentially lower cost over the long term…breakeven is in 2 or 3 years.  After that, public clouds become more expensive.  And private clouds are paid for as both Capital Expense (with depreciation) and Operating Expense.

Enterprises will make these trade-offs and will likely run a mix of public and private clouds.  Even Oracle, which operates one of the biggest private clouds internally, also uses Amazon EC2 for some things, such as marketing demos.  One popular use case is Dev & Test…engineering can use public cloud resources to set up development and test machines without waiting for IT to set them up.  Another interesting use case is doing disaster recovery offsite in a public cloud.

�
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Why Are Enterprises Interested in Cloud?

Speed

Cost

Benefits

Source: IDC eXchange, "IT Cloud Services User Survey, pt. 2: Top Benefits & Challenges,"

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
What are the key benefits that enterprises see in Cloud Computing?  Here’s are some recent results from a survey by IDC.

Benefits: the top reason to use cloud computing is speed/ease of deployment, and the next 3 are all related to lower costs.

Issues: Security is the top issue.  The next 2 (Perf & Avail) relate to Quality of Service.  The next 2 relate to concerns about how well the cloud application fits the business requirements.  There is also concern about long-term costs, lock-in and regulatory compliance.
�
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How?
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Platform as a Service

Infrastructure as a Service

Oracle VM for x86

Operating Systems: Oracle Enterprise Linux

Cloud Management

Oracle Enterprise Manager

Configuration Mgmt

Lifecycle Management

Application Performance 
Management

Application Quality 
Management

Database Grid: Oracle Database, RAC, ASM, Partitioning, 
IMDB Cache, Active Data Guard, Database Security

Application Grid: WebLogic Server, Coherence, Tuxedo, JRockit

Shared Services

Integration: 
SOA Suite

Security: 
Identity Mgmt

Process Mgmt: 
BPM Suite

User Interaction: 
WebCenter

Oracle Enterprise LinuxOracle Solaris
Oracle VM for SPARC (LDom) 

Solaris Containers

Servers

Storage

Physical and Virtual 
Systems Management

Ops Center

Oracle ApplicationsOracle ApplicationsThird Party 
Applications 
Third Party 

Applications
ISV 

Applications 
ISV 

Applications

Oracle Platform

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now let’s talk about WHAT is a Private PaaS.

A Private PaaS is made up of a number of critical building blocks.  Oracle has the most comprehensive set of building blocks in the industry, the most “complete, open and integrated”  set of building blocks.

From the bottom up, this includes Oracle VM for server virtualization, Oracle Enterprise Linux our OS, the Oracle Database grid (made up of RAC, ASM, In-Memory Database Cache, and other database options and features).  Then on top of that, Oracle offers our application grid, which includes WebLogic Server, Coherence, Tuxedo and JRockit, and on top of that, a number of value-added services: SOA and BPM for integration and process management, identity and access management for security, and WebCenter our portal for user interaction.

We also offer very comprehensive “Cloud Management” capabilities based on Oracle Enterprise Manager.  EM has very comprehensive capabilities to manage the full “Cloud Platform” stack including middleware, database, OS and virtualization.  For example, Real User Experience Insight (RUEI) enables us to manage top-down from the application end-user’s perspective things like performance, availability and behavior patterns…something that’s useful for SLA/QoS management for private clouds.

Our second Keynote explains Private PaaS in more depth, and we have a separate session to talk more about Cloud Management.�
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Summary

Simply
Remember
Croatia is
Cool

Standardise
Rationalise
Consolidate
Cloud!
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Credit Suisse 
Evolution to Cloud

Case Study

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
To illustrate how enterprise are evolving to cloud computing, I would like to tell you a bit about Oracle’s own IT department.  We ourselves are a large enterprise (85k employees, 4 million external users, 42,000 servers, 10,000 TB of storage).  We have 4 different parts of IT.  We have a part that operates the business applications we use to run our business (ERP, CRM, etc.)...this is similar to what every enterprise would have.  The other 3 pieces may be different from yours.  We have Oracle University, which requires us to setup systems to train thousands of people every week.  We have Oracle On Demand, where we offer SaaS apps and managing/hosting services.  And finally, we have a very large Development group, which requires a lot of computer resources for dev/test.
�
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Oracle Private PaaS Case Study: Credit Suisse

• Centralized deployment of 200+ 
applications

• 35% reduction in operating costs 
(Run the Bank costs)

• Up to 30% reduction in project costs 
(Change the Bank costs)

• Prevented 44% increase of power 
consumption in 4 years, while 
doubling the capacity

• No downtime incidents 3 years in a 
row (2007-09)

• No service disruption due to DST 
patching on stack

Detailed Credit Suisse presentation available

Platforms – a key to efficiency
• JAP – Java Application Platform
• CHP – Compute Hosting Platform
• DHP – Database Hosting Platform

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
2,800 servers to 400
Security governance changes: 2nights instead of 3 months�
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But wouldn’t it be EVEN BETTER

If we could have a single install
If we could have a single patch/upgrade “one hit”
If we could optimise the performance

If we could build our own “cloud” in weeks not years!

Ask no longer ....
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Oracle’s Elastic Cloud Foundation 
Application Grid, OS, Enterprise Manager and Hardware

EL X2-2 

Oracle Enterprise Linux or SolarisOracle Enterprise Linux or Solaris

Exalogic Elastic Cloud SoftwareExalogic Elastic Cloud Software

JRockit and HotSpot  JRockit and HotSpot  

WebLogic ServerWebLogic Server CoherenceCoherence

E
nterprise M

anager

Exalogic Elastic Cloud HardwareExalogic Elastic Cloud Hardware

© 2010 Oracle Corporation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
V1.Linux
Base image
OEL 5.5 – image tuned to MWM 
Kernel 2.6.32 
OFED 1.5.1
JRockit R28.1.0
WLS 10.3.4 (11gR1PS3)
WLS 10.3.4 MWM MLR (provided as a patch)
JDBC 11.2.0.2 plus MWM enhancements
Coherence 3.6 (bug fixes only)

V1.Solaris
Base image
Solaris 11 express
Hotspot 6u22m
WLS 10.3.4 (11gR1PS3)
WLS 10.3.4 MWM MLR (provided as a patch)
JDBC 11.2.0.2 plus MWM enhancements
Coherence 3.6 (bug fixes only)
Solaris-specific fixes if required


�
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Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud 
Delivering real business value

Mission Critical 
 Cloud

Operational Cost 

 Reduced

 1515‐‐35%35%

Integrated
 System

Time to Deploy

 Reduced

 95%95%

Extreme Java 
Performance

Improved 
 up to

10X10X

© 2010 Oracle Corporation
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Extreme Java Performance 
Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud Software

2‐3X improvement

 in Database OLTP
60% more

 JOPS
Up to 10X faster 

 response time

– Run-time connection 
load balancing

– JDBC over SDP

– Enhanced buffer 
handling for InfiniBand

– Optimized multi-core 
scheduler

– Cluster IPC 
multiplexing over SDP

– Scatter-gather IO

© 2010 Oracle Corporation
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Cloud should be available to all, for the 
benefit of all
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